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'ORPHANTREESOF THE FOREST':
WHYDONTUMUFARMERSOF SOUTHERNCAMEROON

PROTECTTREESIN THEIR SWIDDENFIELDS?
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ABSTRACT.—Many traditional tropical-forest swidden farmers protect trees dur-

ing field clearing, but the motivations for this widespread practice have been little

studied. I examined this question in a study of Ntumu swidden farmers in south-

ern Cameroon. Remnant trees have a wide range of direct uses, but they also

appear to be part of a conscious strategy of agroecosystem management at dif-

ferent scales of space and time. These 'orphan trees' are also integrated into the

Ntumu thought system, as is shown by the richness of symbolism associated with

them. To test the commonpresumption that trees are left in fields because farmers

lack time, energy or tools to cut them, we studied the impact of introduction of

the chain saw in this traditional system. In this stable society, introduction of this

modern tool did not affect density of spared trees in fields. Finally, I discuss the

long-term impact on the African rainforest landscape of selective sparing of cer-

tain tree species, and how the practice of sparing trees may be affected by socio-

economic change.

Key words: swidden horticulture, agroecosystem management, chain saw, social

representation, remnant trees, fallow

RESUMQ—Emtodas as florestas tropicais, certos cultivadores itinerantes deixam

de cortar algumas arvores em seus campos de culhira. Mas esse habito, embora

muito corrente, tern sido pouco estudado ate aqui, e os motives que levam esses

camponeses a poupar um certo numero de arv^ores ainda nao foram bem com-

preendidos. Analiso aqui esse costume praticado pelos Ntumus do sul da Re-

publica dos Camaroes. As dvores por eles poupadas prestam-se a v^rios usos na

vida quotidiana e, acima de tudo, fazem parte integrante de estrat^gias para a

gestao do sistema agrario, em diferentes escalas de espago e de tempo. Alem

disso, essas "arvores 6rfas" integram-se ao modo de pensar dos Ntumus, como

prova a riqueza simbolica que a elas esta associada. A fim de p6r h prova a

ideia preconcebida segundo a qual tais arvores sao poupadas por falta de tempo

ou de meios de produrao (carburante, ferramentas, maquinas), fiz um estudo-" V4^ iiieius ae proaugao (carDurante, leixdiuciuac^, ^^^^^ /'

sobre o impacto causado pela introdu^ao da moto-serra nesse sistema tradiaonal.

Numasociedade que ainda se acha preservada, a introdugao dessa maqumamod-

ema nao perturba a densidade das Arvores mantidas nos campos. Examino enhm

« impacto, a longo prazo, do corte seletivo nas florestas da Africa central, e tento

t^mbem avaUar em que medida essa pratica tradicional podena ressentir-se em

udancas sociais e economicas.

RESUME.-Dans toutes les forets tropicales certains cultivateurs itinerants eparg^

"ent des arbres au cours de I'abattaee de leurs champs vivners. Ce te pra que

paysans
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a laisser des arbres dans leurs champs sont encore peu comprises. Id j'etudierai

Cameroun
quotidienne

echelles

'es "arbres orphelins" sont egale:

comme en temoigne la richesse

associee. Pour tester I'idee precon^ue qui pretend que ces arbres sont epargnes a

cause du manque de temps ou de moyens (carburant, outils, machines), j'ai etudie

rimpact de I'introduction de la trongonneuse dans ce systeme traditionnel. Dans
une societe encore preser\^ee, I'introduction de cette machine moderne n'affecte

pas la densite des arbres laisses dans les champs. Enfin, je discute I'impact a long
terme de I'abattage selectif sur le paysage forestier d'Afrique Centrale et egale-

changement social et economique.

traditionnelle

INTRODUCTION

The most widespread agricultural system in the tropics is slash-and-bum

!!^§,^.^^*^^^*^^^.*^^ swidden cultivation (Conklin 1957; Bahuchet and De Maret

5 is often associated with a diversity of other subsistence
such as huntin

manufactured
system, termed ^'horticulture" (Johnson.^.^..^^ ^^^.^xxL, LCiiiLcu iiurucuirure yonnson i^ojj, is typical or ram i-

ers m the African rainforest. Adapted to low population density for subsistence
production (Boserup 1965), traditional swidden cultivation is today recognized as
an ecologically sustainable system (Conklin 1957: Geertz 1963; Sanchez 1976;

?0; Whitmore 1990). Swic
between forest dynamics

term (Gliessman' Au V
r^-^"'-^i'^u over rne long term (Ghessman 1985). Using knowledge

gained by long experience, farmers manage forest regeneration to restore soil

tertilitv between rvrl^Q rvf^i,u^,.^i^^„ tu- .. - , ^ , ., -, _*...j:fertility between cycles of cultivation. This

ents to the soil (Benneh IS

many practices to enhance

remnant

M TiTo/^"^
common practice in Central and West Africa (Bahuchet

Maret 1993; Dounias 1993; De Wachter 1997: Rodpr IQQ?- <^Wn\. Pt .1 ic

onklin

French
ms

remnant
(Grenand and Haxaire 1977; Grenand 1979). Farmers often

, , .' r" *^^^^ ^ ^^^^s valuable for social reasons. Spared trees often
Deiong to species with special cultural significance (Conklin 1957; Fosbrooke 1974;

etTrToR <^
^'^^^' ^°^^ ^^^^' ^^ ^°"^ 1991; Dounias 1993; Ellen 1998; Sirois

Irh!?' TT ^^^^^' ^"* *^^ ^^^^^^ ^hy traditional farmers leave trees in

^^nir^ u^^""
^'^^^^ '*^^^^^- Moreover, remnant trees contribute to forest

Lirllo T ^'^^°''' ^^^'''^'^ 1999' Carriere et al. 2002a) by providing

d Is R ^r u
""' ^''^''^^^*' ^^^ "^°^^t^^e) f^r the establishment of forest spe-

cies (Buschbacher et al. 1988; Nepstad et al. 1991; Belskv and Canham 1994; Viera

i
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et al. 1994; Sirois et al. 1998) and by attracting seed dispersers, increasing the

seed rain and thereby increasing the rate of regeneration under the crowns of

such trees (Wegner and Merriam 1979; McDonnell and Stiles 1983; Guevara et al.

1986; McClanahan and Wolfe 1987; Janzen 1988; Guevara et al. 1992; McClanahan

and Wolfe 1993; Viera et al. 1994; Cardoso Da Silva et al. 1996; Nepstad et al.

1996; Carriere 1999; Carriere et al. 2002b).

While the practice of protecting selected trees in cleared fields has often been

observed in Central Africa and many other parts of the tropical world, very few

studies attempt to explain it. Many authors have considered the practice to be the

result of laziness or simply the lack of technical means (or of sufficient labor force)

to deal with large trees, which often possess very hard wood (for studies criti-

cizing this common notion see Dove 1985; De Rouw 1991; Doimias 1993; De

Wachter

and many techniques are reported which

varying degrees of protection of otherwise wild species (Dove 1985; Rambo 1983:

71; Ellen 1994:205-206; Carriere 1999). A considerable number of individual trees

are spared during field clearing, and many species are represented. It is possible

that, for as long as swidden cultivation has existed in Central African forests,

some tree species have been spared and therefore favored in this area.

The indigenous classification of biological communities and folk systematics

has received more attention than has indigenous ecological knowledge of forest

dynamics. The goal of this shidy is to contribute to an understanding of how and

why farmers leave some 'orphan trees'— as they are called by the Ntumu of south-

ern Cameroon—in newly cleared fields. I examine to what extent this ancestral

practice is the reflection of a real understanding of forest dynamics by nahve

farmers, leading to greater adaptation of agriculhiral practices to a ramforest en-

vironment. Finally I will describe and interpret the social representahons of rem-

nant trees in fields in this eroup of traditional slash-and-bum horticulturists.

THENTUMUREGION

Ntumu
emCameroon, and adiacent areas of northern

The
ley Deiong to tne oeu-iaiig xaxl^u.*^ —o—r ^

;meyos (2°27'N, 10°27'E), with about 245 inhabitaiits

m asl, at the margin

rhe mean am.ual temperature is about 25°C and ^^Z'TwVAZmHm
1497 mmof rainfall annually (data for Nyabessan (r24 N; ^^ 24 ^^ .^^/™
(Anonymous 1990). Seasonality is of the equatorial type with ^^o ^ainy sea ons

and two dry seasons (short rainy season from Mard. ^° ^^^^^'^^^J f^^
from June to August, long rainy season from September

f^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
dry season from^DecembL to March). ™salternation of the t^^^^^^^^

IS typical of equatorial regions. Although Nkongmeyos is nr

charac

short dry season over most of southern

This

LX overall o74t,«on of *e N.em Va„ey (Suchd
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Cameroon

Equatorial-Guinea

Rep. of Congo

I

1

j

Ntem Vail
= Ntumu Area

FIGURE L
which the

Location in southern Cameroon of the Ntem valley and the Ntumu village in

^^
f^^lf

^^ geology is dominated by sedimentary and metamorp^
,... -.nnnx

j^^ hydrographic network is very dense, mainly com

seasons.

tranches of the Ntem, which run from
tributaries, the flow of which
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Three t}'

metamorphi

in

between

north and the evergreen Congolean rain forest found to the south and east (Le-

touzey 1985), with many tree species typical of old secondary forests (no agri-

cultural disturbance for over a century), such as Ceiba pentandra Gaertn. (Bom-

bacaceae), Terminalia superba Engl, and Diels (Combretaceae), Pycnnnthus angolcnsis

(Welw.) Exell (Myristicaceae), Triplochiton scleroxybn K. Schum. (Sterculiaceae), Lo-

phira alata Banks ex. Gaertn. (Ochnaceae), Canarium schweinfiirthii Engl. (Burser-

many species of Macaranga

?85). Young seco

such as Musanga

(Moraceae), Trema guineensis Schum. and Thonn. (Ulmaceae), Alchornea floribunda

Miill. Arg. (Euphorbiaceae), and many species of large herbaceous monocots (Zin-

giberaceae, Marantaceae and Commelinaceae) which compose the dense under-

growth of secondary forests. The whole area is surrounded by old secondary

forest, and many patches of this kind of forest are found throughout the village's

territory (Carriere 1999).

Apart from the practice of traditional agriculture, the area described is char-

acterized by little human disturbance. There is no logging and no conservation-

management or development projects. Population density is low, about 7 inhabi-

tants/km2 (Carriere 1999). However, small populations of hunter-gatherers and

traditional swidden horticulturalists have lived in the area for about 2000 years.

Beginning with German colonization in southern Cameroon, permanent villages

have been established increasingly along the roads (Bahuchet and De Maret 1993)

and consequently areas allocated to agriculture are also located on either side of

the road. Ancient cultivation by humans in the Ntem Valley, as well as mmany

c^\v,cr. v.^_i.„ „r .i-_ ^™i.„.i A f„;^^„ <:^.^cfc ^.=lc haH a laree influence on vegetahon

touzey 1985).

increasing the percentage of some secondary-forest species (L^

FARMINGSYSTEM
r

In southern Cameroon, each human population has its own characteristic

cycle (Ba-

huchet and De Maret 1993). After field {afup

which

of Cucumeropsis mannii Naud. (Cucurbitaceae). In the first type

preparing a field of about one hectare from primary or seconda

more), C. mannii {afup ngivan

vines of this crop, cultivated for its seeds that are useu .. ^-^-—;^
^f

cakes, climb on dead burnt trunks in the fields for one
'^^'^^.^^^'^^^^^

-f-P n^an, about 0.3 ha of the field is re-cleared and
^^'-Xto" st^^^^^^

owono 'field'; 'peanuts': AracUs hypogea U Papilionaceae), )"!^ ^^^^^^^^^^
one of the two'annual rainy seasons^ Thus, t^-

^^^^^^^^^^^ l^a wiU
prepared from an afup ngwan. In other words, one hectare or
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lead to the production of four seasor\s of peanuts. This is a good example of the

capacity of swidden agriculture to maximize the profitability of labor input (Beets

1990). Moreover, maize, onions, tomatoes, sweet potatoes, plantain, cassava, and

many other crops may all be planted among the peanuts. After the peanut har-

vest, staple crops such as cassava, yams, taro, plantain and sweet potatoes begin

growing and can be harvested after six months. The amount of time spent weed-

ing decreases dramatically after peanuts have harvested and secondary vegetation

begins to take oven The old field is termed kunu, meaning literally ''old field'',

and its distinguishing characteristic is the temporary coexistence of secondary

regrowth and cultivated plants. After a time, when farmers have to search to find

food in the overgrown field, it becomes a young fallow field {enfefeng ekolok

farmers

this

area is about 15 years.

know that the necessary period of fallow increases

I. The minimum length of a fallow oeriod in this

The second type of crop succession is similar, but lacks the afup ngwan

planned

young secondary

which large trees provide shade. Cocoa is the main

ields destined to become cocoa aeroforest some initial

clearing a lareer number

;roforestry system

increase

in such Beti societies (Laburthe-

between Ntumu men and women
regard to how fields are cleared. The final result— which trees are felled and
which are spared— is thus a sort of compromise. The components of the crop
succession differ in their relevance to men and women. Because men's crops and
women's crops differ in their needs for shade, there is a gender conflict regarding
how fields are cleared. It has arisen lareelv as a result of the recent introduction

Meri

[e are less. Women's crops,

in which trees are cut or

This plantain/peanuts compromise

must satisfy both men and women

clearing, which
men, women approve or disapprove of the selection strategy. In general, men

his

agricultural production between men and women the final recognition

activity

that is to sav, the men

PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS

Before discussing selective cutting as a traditional practice, it is im
dehne concepts and explain terminoloev. Wedpfinp ;. 'nr^rfir^^ ;.<. ;. iWedefine a 'oractice' as a customary
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individuals and erouDs. The term

learned

each

fnenon, and like techniques in general,

[Lemonnier 1992). 'Techniques' are hen

o make tools required for the acquisiti

Gourhan 1945). According to Mauss (M
techniques, a technique is defined as "an action which

d [and in this, according Lemonnier, it i

mechanical

)hysico-chemical . . . and . . . pui

92), any technique has five rela

and specific knowledge. I will d

which is defined bv Lemonnier

knowledge may
This specific technological knowled

p of 'know-how', or manual skills. The specific knowledge

ilt of all the perceived possibilities and the choices, made

lal or a societal level, which have shaped that technological

)se possibilities and choices social representations. Someexa

representations which shape a technology or technological

choice to use or not use certain available materials and the

(Lemonnier

Selective:>eiective cuttmg or trees aurmg neiu Litdimg i^ c^ ^^^^^^^ o

cultural practice. By the definition of Leroi-Gourhan (1945), selective cuttmg does

—,. • .. -.^ . , • -.1. 1 i.^A^r^nAr^cri7 V111+ nnlv 3 Daft of 3

technological

human agriculhiral technolo

many
some

imals, remnant trees enhance the value of fielc

could contribute to "garden hunting" as seei

1976). Remnant trees of some species provide

Remnant

such as providing moisture, enhancing soil fertility

ss's (Mauss 1935; Lemonnier 1992) definition, leavmg remna.u uv..= . ^
be described as a technique because trees are ^P^f ^^^^'f^VTllin^f^
, for example, soil fertilization (a physico-chemica effect) ^Y^f^^^'
.s and flowers. The human action is the effective deliberate action of sekc

ng. Remnant trees exert effects of which people are aware and .v luch

cious aims of management. A number of other aims are expressed b^^ far

he act of leavmg some trees in the fields, such ^^P'^'^^^^^^^^^^

2 protecting c^s against -ng^^^^f ^^^^^^^^ cZ^
ans and soil moisture for crops. The act ot leaving

between fe

rated from other, posiHve actions that
^^'-i^'.^fJ^Tc^^^o^.c

i and snarpH h-pps and OToduce the desired effects on neia uy y
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Techniq

cuttine of laree trees in such

remain

remnant trees in fields are an inte

cess of agricultural production. Like soil preparation, plant and soil protection

hunt

remnant trees can be counted among the technique

resource acquisition.

METHODOLOGY:SURVEYINGREMNANTTREES
I

An 18-month investigation of swidden agriculture was conducted in Nkong-

meyos village. During fieldwork, a total inventory of remnant trees was conducted

in 21 fields totaling 10.38 ha. This constituted half of the active fields in this

village for a given season. The inventory was composed of eight afup ngwan and

13 peanut fields {afup oivono), seven of which were directly successional afup

Hgroan and six of which had been directly planted after removal of secondary

forest. For each of these fields the following parameters were noted: the means

used to clear it (axes and/or chain saw), the age of the forest that was cleared,

and the surface area of the field. All trees found in the fields were included in

the study; they were identified to species (when possible), their height and po-

sition in the field (edge or central position) were recorded, and the hardness of

wood (hard, medium-hard, soft) was noted during my observations of tree felling

which were then confirmed for most SDecies bv trooical forestrv euide book

TFT 1976). Interviews with villagers and observations of farmer activities in

Ids and fallows were conducted to understand why they retained some trees

the fields. For the dependent variables, Kruskal-Wallis one-way non-parametric

alysis of variance (SAS 1996) was used to compare means and to test effects

ree density variables. Student's t-tests were done to compare means two

by two.

HOWMANYANDWHICH

families

found in the 21 sampled fields (Appendix 1). Of the trees sampled, ^-x w..^
wooded, 53 had medium-hard wood and 241 were soft-wooded (Appendix 1).

The number of species is probably an underestimate, because several undeter-

mined species of species-rich genera (e.g., Ficus, Moraceae) were not included. The

in or

most
species m the sample {Ceiba pentandra, Triplochiton scleroxylon, and Tt

pcrha), all soft-wooded, together accounted for about one-third of all

other species, accounting for about one-third of the total number of
each represented by at least 10 individuals. The remaining one-third
nuinber of trees were represented by 55 species, each of which was
by fewer than 10 individuals (Figure 2).

Nhimu traditions include many examoles of orotective behav
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TABLE 1. —Total number of individual trees sampled in the 21 fields (10.38 ha) classified

according to position in the field and to height classes (m).

Position in the field Height (m)

Peripheral Center 30 30 > X > 15

n individual trees 185 167 231

Totals 352

101

352

15

20

trees, but in many cases socioeconomic and ecological considerations may influ-

ence decisions to spare or not to spare trees in fields. Labor availability for felUng

is perhaps an important factor influencing the number and the type of trees left

in fields. An old or very young person or a widow with only young children may

not be able to clear undesirable medium-sized or large trees, or such individuals

may select sites with only small, soft-wooded trees which will thus contain few

remnant trees after clearing. Lack of time or money may also influence decisions

about field choice and field clearing.

Field management practices are also constrained by weather conditions. A

good swidden bum depends on timing the clearing so that slashed vegetation is

dry before the arrival of the first rains of the wet season. Too much moisture in

the slashed vegetation will reduce efficiency of the bum and result in decreased

productivity. Thus, if rains arrive earlier than predicted, a farmer may have to

bum before all unrfpi^in

make bumine completely impossible. In

Species
represented by
fewer than 10

individuals

(35 %)

Triptochiton scleroxylon

(Sterculiaceae)

A/=:46;13%)

Terminalia superba

Combretaceae)

{Af = 31;9%)

Ceiba

pentandra

Bombacaceae)

(N = 25; 7 %}

Other species

represented by

more than 1

individuals

(36%)

FIGURE
ers.

^ 4. ^ ;n cwiHaen fields by Ntumu farm-

2.-Species composition of the trees protected in swidden y
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Orphan tree categories :

according to desirability and socioeconomic constraints

' 1 rees desired for their agronomic, cultural and ecological value

examples : Triplochiton scleroxylon and Ceiba pentandra
' Useful trees which do not hamper crops

example : Tricoscypha abut (fruiting tree with a small crown)
•Useful trees which hamper crops (trade-off made)

example : Irvingia gabonensis (fruiting tree with large crown, and
shade negative to the crops, trade-off made, benefits > constraints)

•Trees without special interest which do not hamper crops

example : Albizia adianthifolia (spreading tree casting little shade)
• Trees without special interest which hamper crops

example : Musanga cecropioides (spreading tree casting dense shade)
• Trees socially unwanted which do not hamper crops

example
: Barteria fistulosa (myrmecophytic tree casting little shai

• Trees socially unwanted which do hamper crops

example
: Erythrophloeum suaveolens (negative cultural value,

dense shade and negative impact on soil fertility)

FIGURE 3.-Categories of "orphan" spared trees, according to Ntumu farmers, based on
tneir desirability and on socio-economic constraints that affect clearing of the fields. The
greater the desirability of the tree, the less other socio-economic factors intervene in felling
decisions. ^

This could have an im
the farmer's iudgment an

important than the cutting of all undesired trees. The inverse situation can arise
It «ie rains arrive even earlier, before a field has been cut and has had time to
dry.

1 he farmer may abandon the field and borrow another parcel from a relative,m many other situations where labor (or money to pay for labor) is lacking.

compromise

among

socioeconomic
the

cultural

Some

.AA- ,.y 't"^"^^""^!, wnereas other parts may be principally useful in pro-
viding fruits firewood, and other non-crop products. Figure 3 suggests that the

Z r f .k'''^
^^ ^''^' *^^ '^'°"8^^ *^ socioeconomic disadvantages must be to

modify the decision to spare it. Conversely the less a tree is desired, the stronger

hr^p?'rT°"'''
disadvantages must be to modify a decision to cut it. Some-

arTlp'f . T'^^l
*° '"' °' ^°' *° ^"* '^ b^^^d on other criteria.

ex!mn / ^^ ^^ tT^ *^'>^ ^*^'^"'^ "^''^ ^^°P cultivation wh... ..STh.?ri wll'^''^"^^
^^'^^ ''''' ''' ^^^ difficult to cut ap

Dene^t^?!^ f^ I "'" ''^"^"^ ^"^P^^ cultivation by creating areas di

Sd with ? r^' ""^^^^^^^ ''''' quickly become impenetnchoked with vines. Such trees may be killed by girdling and/or burning

Some
For

7
^

1

T

5

f
-.

_1
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Many

ipid fall of leaves and thus prevent them from casting too much shade

r, some unwanted species (e.g., Pachypodanthium barteri (Benth.) Hutch

Annonaceae) are eliminated without damage to the crop.

because there are few large trees. These are mostly those spared in previous

cultivation cycles and thus likely to be spared again.

WHYDONTUMUFARMERSPRACTICE

Selective cutting enhances fertiHty. In addition, some trees are more useful

than others. Finally, trees are metaphors for people and so are part of the social

world.

Fertility on a Spatial Scale.— Some species of largeManagement of Environmental

trees, such as Ceiba ventandn
(Welw.) Exell (Moraceae)

They

Indi\

abundance

The presence of some of these species could be more important than direct ob-

servation or DercPDtion of soil composition and structure in determining choice

Men
animalauu dnimai excretions mcrease sou luiuuLy ucucatxi .x^.^^ -. -.^ j.,

fields, as well as in the forest. Nhimu farmers have noticed that soil ferhlity is

quite heterogeneous in the forest and that this heterogeneity remams and may be

augmented after burning
trunks in the field (Nye and Greenland 1964). Leaving some standing trees in

r- 1 1 . y . r .!i r i.;i;i^r C,-.;i tovfirrp and ro Of. Of
fertilityA1CXU& euntriDutes to me manageiutrui ui :y^'^± x^..^..^-

v ui • j- * f

other readily evident soil traits, are in this environment not rehable indicators ot

fertility. The kind of trees growing on a site may be the most reliable indicators

of potential fertility, both because certain trees grow on relatively favorable sites

and because they create good sites by addition of litter. The practice of tree s^

lection indicates how people could have adapted to a variable and
""F^f

J^^^^J^—

•

, . ^ , , ,_j fi^^oi^^nlnav and soil potential (Allan
environment based on a deep knowledg

1972:217).

chnical vocabulary

to design

im

ality and quantity of hght and shade (S. M
^lees selected to remain m tne neias iimsi y.^,.^^ o--

Z^cHncr diffuse
but not too dense) for crops. Large, tall .ees wi. h.gh "-^ cast,ns^d,f fuse

moves
some crops (such

r^wioes, ana sometimes peanuit.; wuui^ ^—

-

u„^^H ht^oaih orohan
Which could jeopardize pro'duction. Such -P--/^"J "p^^^^^^^^^^^
l«es to enjoy shade and ferHlity ^ff-'^'S^^^^^^',™

'

need shady places to
who usually take their infants with them mto fields all aay, nee ; t
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them. Men and women
work.

Ntumu farmers believe that shaded conditions beneath orphan trees, along

humidity. Also, remnant

velocity at ground level in

such as cassava and plantain caused by the violent thunderstorms that occur dur-

ing the transition between dry and rainy seasons. Thus, orphan trees contribute

to the management of climatic risk. The strategy of field clearing is adopted in a

each parameter

such

farmers must take into account the number, position in the fields, height and

going to be spared. The

perimeters. The choice

types

which determines

each tree crown. For example, in

tanding

In contrast, more
nothing

Management of Environmental

gement of the

point in

ibility

Ntumu farmers think (according to my
terviews) that it is the growth of vegetation that restores potential soil fertility

In swidden agriculture the fallow period is crucial for the sustainability of the

system. As did Hanunoo farmers in the Philippines (Conklin 1957), Ntumu farm-

Selective

seems to be an ancient practice to manage and favor \

ows, the key point of such a svstem. These trees form
succession to forest (Yandji 1982; Denevan et al. 1984; Engel et al. 1984). Many
studies have shown that remnant trees in pastures and fields increase seed rain

beneath their crowns by attracting frugivorous animals which could disperse

seeds of forest plants (Carriere et al. 2002b). Also, physical conditions beneath

such trees favor growth of trees rather than herbaceous plants, thereby increasing

the speed of succession (Carriere et al. 2002a). Beneath remnant trees in fallow

fields, patches of regeneration could be observed, corresponding to the nucleation

model of succession (Yarranton and Morrison 1974). During the fallow period

remnant trees continue to fertilize the soil and contribute to establishing a good

same

choose

This facilitates decisions about felling and ensures that

The choice

The land belones to the first man
transmitted to his children

thus chosen not only because of any immediate benefits which
r, but also because of the positive effects thev have in later cvcl
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cultivation by the farmer's descendants. According to the Ntumu, tree species

often left in fields, such as Ceiba pentandra, Terminalia siiperba, Triplochiton sclerox-

ylon, and Chlorophora excelsa, also add greatly to soil fertility when they die and
decompose. The slow decomposition of the tree's trunk and branches provides a

large quantity of mineral and organic nutrients, and according to the Ntumu
yields wall be greatly increased for many years through this process. For all these

reasons, the long term strategy of Ntumu cultivators favors the choice of areas

where such trees are common. The presence of spared trees influences floristic

composition and the structure of regrowth vegetation (Carriere et al. 2002a). The
number and identity of trees spared depends on the future use of the land. Thus,

the cacao agroforests of the Ntumu began as new food-crop fields in which some
species were favored in order to facilitate the creation of the agroforestry system.

In parcels slated to become cocoa agroforests, more trees are spared, to provide

the high, less open canopy of the agroforest. All useful trees are kept alive in

order to concentrate resource-providing trees in the agroforest. After food-crop

cultivation, the secondary regrowth is regularly cleaned to favor young trees of

desirable species and to protect and encourage growth of cacao seedlings and

rm
productivity

Trees Useful i One

Ntumu farmers

remnant

lystem

Maret 1993: Dounias 1993; Warner

may provide edible fruits, ornamental

medicines

games
and toxic sap used in fishing poisons. Some species when fruiting attract many

huntin

Many species supply firewood and

mortars
trees are not necessarily used during the current cycle of cultivation but represent

a standing, living capital that can be used later. Remnant trees in fields and

fallows constitute a continuously available reserve of wood and they can be sold

to pay for unpredictable future needs, such as school supplies, health care and

cash crop cultivation (seeds, fertilizer, etc.). Field management mcludes taking

,--. —f .-, . . . ^ . . -1 1^. r„ ti,^Mfiimii ciiV«;i';fpncestrate2V,

which is based on their cosmogony

each wild resource (Bahuchet

^Jnimnted Tree Species. —Sometree species are unwanted
Others, such

fistulosa Mast. (Passifloraceae), house very

"es is usually burnt alive during the burning of tne neias. r^n.^ ---
dangerous, because people are attacked by the tree's

^^f "§/"
f," f/^^^^^^^

^ee survives the fire^ the tree is left standing in the heldand much^care is taken

to m
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TABLE 2. —Uses of protected tree species in the fields by the Ntumu (authorities in Ap-

pendix 1).

Family Local

n Species name Anatomical part Principal use

Anacardiaceae

5 Tricoscx/pha abut

Apocynaceae

amvut fruit, bark food, medicine

1 Ramvolfia macrophylla esombo bark, latex, fruit medicine

1 Fiintumia elastica

Bigoniaceae

ndama
afan

leaves, resin

4 —

resin, latex

1 Spathodea campanulala

Bombacaeae

evovon flowers ornamental, med-
icine

25 Ceiba pcntandra

Burseraceae

dum wood firewood, con-

struction

6 Canarium schiveinfiirthii otou fruit, seed, latex food, game, fire

resin
1 Dacrx/odes edulis

Combretaceae

as a fruit food

31 Terminalia superba akom leaves, wood edible caterpil-

lars, firewood,

construction

Euphorbiaceae i

1

1 Ricinodendron lieudehtii ezang seed sauce
4 Macarangn sp. ass as wood firewood, con-

1
•m

J struction

Inangiaceae
V

19 Irvingia gabonensis andok

afan

fruit, seed food, sauce

3 Desbordesia glaucescens

Logan iaceae

alep bark, leaves medicine

4 Anthocleista sdnueinfurlhii elolom leaves, fruit medicine

Mimosaceae
n

r

m

1 Tetrapleura telraplera akpivaa fruit, seed food, sauce
3

4 ^^

Penlhadclhra macrophylla abe fruit sauce
15 Albizia adianthifolia

Moraceae

say etna leaves, bark, fruit medicine

5
1 rr

Myrianthus arborens engokom fruit, crown food, hunting site
15 Musanga cecropioides asseng fruit, wood food, hunting

site, firewood,

construction
16 Uilorophora excelsa abang leaves, bark, wood medicine,

clothes,^ fire-

wood, con-

struction
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TABLE 2.—(continued)

i

n

10

15

3

*

13

46

Family

Species

Local

name Anatomical part Principal use

Ficus sp, fruit, latex, bark, crown food, medicine,

clothes, hunt-

Myristicaceae

Pycnanthus angolensis eteng fruit, crown

Papilionaceae

11 Pterocarpus soyauxii mbee bark, leaves, wood

Rutaceae

Zantlwxylum macrophyllum olon bark, fruit, leaves

Sterculiaceae

Eribroma oblongum ndjong crown, bark, fruit,

wood

Triplochiton sderoxylon ayos leaves, wood

^ During historic times before "modem" cloth became widely available.

ing site

hunting site,

medicine

medicine, fire-

wood, con-

struction

medicine, fishing

poison

hunting site,

medicine, fire-

wood
edible caterpil-

lars, firewood,

construction

Womenwere attached

night during which

_.^. . .^ . suaveolens A. Chev. (Caesalpiniaceae), is undesir

able because of its reputed capacity to sterilize the soil The leaves and sap of thij

tree contain poisonous alkaloids and other substances which could have allelo

pathic effects on cultivated crops. Nevertheless, for several reasons this tree spe-

observed

). This 5

inhaled

determined
very

felling using axes

^en. To face the different constraints of this species, Ntumu have created a ^

Before crop cultivation a present is made to the £. '
'

'"" ^
suaveolens tree (afee elon: afi

suaveolens'), consisting
for a while. If the tree accepts the present, the crop will produce and the farmer

can continue to establish the real plantation. If the present is not accepted, the

farmer must go elsewhere to find a new site for his field.

Other species, such as Pachypodanthium barteri (which casts dense shade), are

^wanted because they are known to discourage growth of crops.

Social Considerations.— Remnant trees in fields are term ifup

Ntumu
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been left alone^ having lost all of their fellows during field clearing. The cutting

of large trees, done by men only, is compared to a heroic, painful and dangerous

warlike activity. "When a man is cutting the forest, he is engaged in warfare," as

Laburthe-Tolra (1981) puts it for the Beti. Field clearing is considered the highest-

risk activity of shifting cultivators (Conklin 1957; Dounias 1993; Carriere 1999).

Among the Ntumu, the same sexual and behavioral prohibitions applied to hunt-

ing and war activities are also applied to the cutting of large trees (with axes or

by chain saw). During the 'war-like act' of field clearing, some survivors are left

standing in the fields. These become the orphans of the forest. As with orphan

people in Ntumu society, orphan trees have a special social duty in recreating

life. Among the Ntumu, orphaned people leave the familial house and build their

own village. In Beti society some new lineages were created in this way (Laburthe-

Tolra 1981), consistent with the value placed by the Beti on conquest of forest

land and an out-migration strategy. Similarly, orphan trees in the fields are seen

as contributors to forest regeneration and lose their orphan status when new trees

grow to join them during the fallow period. The symbolic war between humans
and forest has a double meaning. The first is to clear the forest and to win against

the forest in order to achieve an action of which one can be proud. The second is

to let the forest win the reconquest of the land and accept the lost battle. The

respect of this kind of pact allows the farmer to return to the fallows to cultivate

another time. In contrast, the intensification of cultivation can lead to the total

destruction of soil potential. According to Dounias's analysis, humans have to

reach a pact with the forest and accept the constraints of access (Dounias 1993).

Never, during 18 months of field work, did I observe fields cleared by Ntumu
farmers that lacked remnant trees. Indeed, to the question, "Can you conceive of

cutting all the trees during the clearing of the forest?" the Ntumu farmers an-

swered, "never, it is an impossibility." Through this categorical answer, we per-

ceive the crucial importance of this practice. As is often mentioned, many tech-

niques and conceptions are learned without any masters or apprentices (Colleyn

1988). However, the strategy of felling is extremely complex and dangerous, and
young farmers need to learn how to cut the trees and how to avoid the destruction
of others. This training can take many years of working with an experienced
person, such as a man's father. In fact, for several reasons that we develop below,
Ntumu men and womenchoose their future fields based on the presence of some
species of trees, which will be spared during field clearing. After choosing the

field's location the cutting is plamied. The farmer must take into account the

positions of the crown of each tree, where the tree will fall, the presence or absence
of lianas between the trees, and which trees are to be cut and which spared.
Finally he has to organize clearing so that it requires as little work as possible.

In Central Africa, native societies customarily plant trees or use existing trees

to mdicate boundaries and land ownership (Bahuchet and De Maret 1993). This
IS particularly the case with some rare species, such as Baillonella toxisperrm Pierre
(Sapotaceae) or Guibourtia tessmannii (Harms) Leonard (Caesalpiniaceae). In any
case, all trees spared during clearing land for cultivation belong to the first cul-

tivator. AUuse of these trees is reserved for the family of the owner, but trees can
be sold or loaned for a period. In this case, compensation, whether monetary, a
part of the harvest, or in kind, is fixed and required by the owner. Many orphan
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trees in fields serve to indicate property limits and remain useful when farmers

an

Trees as Social Symbols. —In order to understand why Ntumu farmers exercise a

certain kind of protective behavior towards trees, it is important to examine the

system of thought embedded in the culture, the symbolic representation of trees

in this system, and finally the history of the society. Techniques and conceptions

of the world are reflected in collective representations and grounded in a par tic-

formal training

These techniqu

characteristics of people (such

characteristics of trees. We
tions of trees (Bahuchet 1997). The following examples are very indicative.

In Ntumu society, as well as in many other lineage societies of central Africa,

there is no central authority. Power belongs collectively to the elders of the lineage.

em
more sacred. Old persons are respected and have extrasensory faculties. Elders

are imagined to be in contact with the beyond. After their death, the respect

such

may
burning of the fields, almost all of the old large trees are spared. Only specifically

undesirable trees are sometimes destroyed. The density of large trees in the forest

is low, so clearing the forest corresponds to cutting the layers of medium and

small trees. This allows much needed light for crop growth to reach ground level

without cutting the old respected trees.

Tlie bark of Chlorophora excelsa was used to prepare bark cloth, made and worn

men. Bark of this tree is im
This

tree with an erect trunk; it produces a milky white latex, symbolically associated

with semen and hence fertility. The fibers of the bark were in permanent contact

with the men's sexual organs in order to transmit to the people the characteristics

of the trees and to receive the beneficial influence of the ancestors on sexual

fertility (Laburthe-Tolra 1981).
, ^

Canarium schweinfurthii is another species of great social importance. The resm

schweinfi

maintain

encampments during hunting and fishing expeditions. The
such

very important mt

nrnfprfivp tree. The

ifications in order to produce blue tattoo-like decorations. At the beginning

this practice was very

..,.,,»... ,.o, .,, .. Tl,ese tattoos were made when ^o)'^ -^«
"/^'talos

make them sexually attractive and to show the power °'heow"er The tattoos

were required for recognifon by the boy's family to

f
^ac' the lov of hv mg

humans and to frighten malevolent beings (Laburthe-Tolra 198 )• In fac^ the r^sm

of this tree was burnt durir,g rituals to produce an mcense
""f

e ed o be weet

to the ancestors. The resin was also used to fuel lamps durmg rituals. A family
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chief could bum the otou when troubles appeared because otou could chase out

witches. Protection was required during the making of tattoos and otou incense

was used to light and protect forest encampments against malevolent spirits dur-

ing hunting or fishing expeditions.

Ceiba pentandra assumes the same sexual connotations as Chlorophora excelsa,

because of its majestic erect trunk. The Ntumu local name of this species, dum
(Carriere 1999), recalls glory and celebrity {dum 'glory', 'celebrity') (Laburthe-

Tolra 1981). The base of this tree, usually with massive buttresses, was used as a

sepulcher where the dead were buried, to maintain among the ancestors the prop-

erties of the trees: glory and power. It was also mentioned by Dove (1985: 125-

126) that trees with sacred value include those growing in ground in which hu-

man remains have been interred.

Finally, the case of Triplochiton sderoxylon is interesting because it shows the

correspondence of the domain of nature and cultivation with the psychological

characteristics of humans. One of the Ntumu (and Beti) local names of this tree

is edjidjin, which means a good and beautiful light shade that is considered to

be the best shade for cultivated plants. It is due to the shape and the height of

the crown of this species. This word is also used to refer to the character of a

good person, especially someone calm and dignified who does not create prob-

lems for others.

IMPACT OF CHAIN SAWS: A CLUETHATSPARINGREMNANT
IS A DELIBERATE AGRICULTURALPRACTICE

In many studies on native swidden agriculture, sparing of isolated trees is

ascribed to laziness, to the lack of means for cutting very hard-wooded trees,

which often possess massive buttresses, or to socioeconomic difficulties in pro-

curing tools or labor (De Rouw 1991; Dounias 1993; De Wachter 1997; Rosier

1997). But such an interpretation may reflect the lack of studies focused on this

practice and on the reasons why selective cutting is done. At present, with the

modem" tools such as the chain

an
opportunity to examine this question. What remains in an Ntumu field when a

chain saw is available for clearing? Are the harder-wooded trees more common
in the axe-cleared fields? Villagers of Nkongmeyos began to use chain saws about
five years ago, though axes continue to be the most widespread tool used to clear

the forest. If remnant trees are left because people lack easy means to clear them,
the availability of chain saws should result in a important decrease in the number
of trees left. In particular, the number of hard-wooded trees left standing should
be lower. On the other hand, if our hypothesis that sparine remnant trees in the

the practice of selective cutting. The use of the chain

chain

examme the impact of the chain saw on the number of remnant trees and among
them the number of hard-wooded trees left in the fields.

Mean Density of Trees in the Fields.-ln the C. mannii fields afup ngwan (N - 8
fields; 3 cleared by axe, 5 cleared bv chain saw^. the rp<;iiltc 9.hn^^rf^d that there
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was not a significant difference in density of

Figure 4a) and (2) medium-sized trees (F 1,6
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showed that in almost all fields cleared by chain saw; work was done by people

hired from other villages or households, who find it easier to cut everything than

to pay attention to each small tree. Despite small sample size that has been avail-

able, chain saws appear to have an impact on the mean density of small trees.

If we consider peanut fields (N - 13 fields; 8 cleared by axe, 5 cleared by

chain saw) only, the results were quite different (Figure 4b) but this was not

directly and solely the consequence of the means of clearing. For all size categories

of trees, density of remaining trees was not significantly higher for both medium-

sized (F 1,11 = 3.00; P > 0.05) and large trees (F 1,11 = 0.78; P > 0.05) when

clearing was done with axes than with chain saw, but for both size classes there

was a trend in this direction (Figure 4b). Though increasing the sample size would

have a probability of producing a significant difference, several factors may com-

bine to account for this trend, and for the apparent difference between peanut

fields and C. mannn fields. First, for both kind of fields, all of the fields cleared

directly from young secondary forests were cleared with axes. All of the peanut

fields mentioned as "cleared by chain saw" had in fact directly succeeded a C.

mannii field that had been created by clearing primary or mature secondary forest

and cleared with a chain saw (there was not a second clearing between harvest

of C. mannii and sowing of peanuts). C. mannii fields are each about 1 ha and

peanut fields about 0.25 ha. Peanuts require sunlight to grow and produce well

Medium-sized trees, whose low crowns produce denser shade than the high

crowns of large trees, have particularly negative effects on the peanut crop. Wom-
en could thus in this case choose an area of low tree density in the C. mannii

harvested field to establish a peanut field. This choice introduced a bias in the

estimation of tree density in the peanut fields that succeeded C. mannii fields.

Fields of C. mannii remain the only ones that were cleared and cultivated in their

entirety. For this reason peanut fields cleared directly from secondary forest are

not directly comparable with those located in the less shaded part of C. mannii

fields. Thus fields of C. mannii remain the most appropriate for comparing the

impact of the chain saw on the decisions made by the farmer to keep some trees

in the fields. The second point that may explain the higher density of medium-
sized and large trees in my sample of axe-cleared peanut fields concerns the

particular clearing conditions of two of these fields which had been cleared with

an axe by widows helped by their children. The density of trees in these two
fields (40 trees/ha and 36.7 trees/ha) are not representative of the whole sample
of axe-cleared fields (mean density = 21.0 ± 12). The mean density of trees with-

out these two fields is lower (mean density - 16.7 trees/ha ± 8.9).

Mean Density of Trees and Hardness of ]Nood.—\n the fields sampled (N = 21), the

lat for both medium-si
gnificant difference in

cleared with an axe or with a chain saw (Figure 5). Very hard-wooded and me
dium-hard-wooded large tree species (such as Lophira alata, Chlorophora excelsa

Eribroma oblungum, Desbordesia glaucescens, Erythrophloeum ivorense, Klainedoxa ga

bonensis, and Petersianthus macrocarpum) are less important in this area than soft

wooded species because the most frequent species in the cleared forests are soft

wooded pioneer species (such as Ceiba pentandra, Pycnanthus angolensis, Terminalh
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siiperha, and Triplochiton sderoxyJon). Although there was not a statistically signif-

icant difference, two tendencies can be observed for hard-wooded and soft-wood-

The negative impact of chain saws on the density

in

chain saw); but the insufficient statistical power (small sam

of results

may explain the non-significance

explained

most of the fields sampled that were cleared from old secondary forest (where

hard-wooded species were most frequent) were cleared with a chain saw. This

tendency could suggest that the chain saw could have influenced the choice of

forest type to be cleared and thus have an impact on the percentage of primary

forest clearing every year. With the coexistence of the two methods of clearing

(axe and chain saw) it is difficult to determine whether farmers try to get a chain

saw when they have to clear old secondary or mature forest, or whether they

decide to clear this kind of forest when they know that a chain saw is available.

As for the mean density of trees in the peanut fields, the tendency for higher

density of soft-wooded large and medium-sized trees in fields that were cleared

with axes is mainly due to: (1) the atypical high density in the two fields that

were axe-cleared by widows and (2) the bias introduced by the fact that women
can choose some of their fields in the less shaded part of the C. mannii fields (see

below). If we omit these two atypical fields in the statistical analysis the Student's

t-tests are not significant with higher probabilities (P = 0.2 for Soft-Large class

and P = 0.16 for Soft-Medium-Sized class of Figure 5).

The chain saw is seen by anthropologists to be a baneful influence partly

responsible for the erosion of sustainable long standing practices and knowledge
(Ellen 1997) and responsible for new types of radical clearing. In the case exam-
ined here, however, the chain saw appears to have an impact on the making of

decisions about which and how many trees to keep in the fields. Chain saw clear-

ing is often done by hired people, and they cut small trees rather than pay atten-

tion to each one as does the owner. Social relations between trees and the people
cutting them have begun to change. However, even when tools, labor and money
to buy fuel are available, Ntumu farmers continue to leave trees in the fields. But
the availability of chain saws could also have a great influence on the type of

forest chosen for clearing because it is easier to clear a primary forest with a chain
saw than with an axe, and parcels cleared from primary forest are more produc-
tive, especially for the important man's crop, C. mannii. Although the chain saw
does result in changes, even with chain saw cleared fields there are still many
remnant trees. Selective cutting is an intrinsic part of the techniques used in this

swidden agricultural system. This conclusion runs counter to the widespread be-
lief, also criticized by many other authors (e.g., Condominas 1997). that swidden

unsettled and environmentally ignorant

major social and
nomic change, does not necessarily fundamentally alter the way people manip
ulate the environment. But the changes we observed suggest that the selectiv.

cutting compromise remains fraHle.
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CONCLUSION

Sparing remnant trees in the fields is an ancient agricultural practice in tra-

ditional Ntumu society. 'Orphan' trees allow Ntumu and probably many other

populations of traditional farmers to manage the fertility and productivity of the

environment in space and time. It is remarkable to see that the roots of agrofor-

estry management practices can be found in traditional agricultural systems.

Wecan postulate that if the cutting compromise between needs of men's crops

and those of women's crops exists, it is due to the very great diversity of crops

cultivated, each with its own particular ecological needs. Equilibrium can exist

only if various crops co-occur in the same fields. The cutting strategy in field

clearing must satisfy the ecological conditions required by each of the crops co-

occurring in space and succeeding in time. Furthermore, remnant trees contribute

to facilitating forest regeneration in fallows. The practice of sparing trees reflects

a good understanding of ecological processes such as maintenance of soil fertility

and forest regeneration. This practical knowledge of forest ecology contributes to

adaptation of agricultural practices and techniques to the rain forest environment.

Along with the physical constraints and possibilities presented by the mate-

rial world, the social representation of this technology also influences the actual

outcomes (Lemonnier 1992). Ethnobotanical knowledge and practice, must, there-

fore, be understood contextually, and recognized as intrinsically variable and sub-

ject to change (Ellen 1996). Like the Ntumu, many other populations have an

important role in shaping the landscape and thereby affecting how floristic com-

position varies in space and hme. Many people of the rain forests selectively fell

trees, protecting valued species in a sufficiently systematic way that one can speak

of "rainforest management" (Ellen 1996:463). The Nhimu practice of preferentially

sparing particular species, especially those characterising old secondary forests,

such as Ceiba pentandra, Triplochiton sckroxylon and Teminalia superH has mcreased

the density and distribution of such species over many centuries. All of these

trees are light-demanding pioneers that persist in the forest canopy. A particular

human cultural action, the selective sparing of these trees, and a natural ecological

process, the favoring of these light-demanding species in swidden clearings (Le-

touzey 1985), have the same effect on the forest. Both increase the abundance of

these culturally valued and useful species in the forests of this area. Ironically

the long-term sustainable strategy of swidden-farmers like the Ntumu may be

responsible for the abundance of valued timber trees such as I f ''^^^"J"^ J'
^nverha, which makes their territory a tempting target for unsustainable levels of

''"XplSVeserving certain trees is culturally ^eterrnined^^d^^^^^^^^

to change depending on factors such as market forces, P^P-'^^^^ P^^^^^^^^^

social change^Ntumu originating from Equatorial Gumea
^-^f'^^^oT^-

Ntem valley. These newcomers have different prachces
f--;.^;,^f^^^^^^^^^^

mu of southern Cameroon. They keep fewer trees mtheir

^^^^^''^^^^Xl
torial Guinea fields are larger and the economy is --^^^^^^^^
oriented production. Moreover, the floristic composihon of forest m

^^^J^
origin is different and the culturally valuable speaes are

^^^^^f ^^^^^^^^
comers do not preferentially spare Trivlodnton sckroxylon, because mEquatona
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Guinea this species is rare and not especially valued. These observations indicate

that cultural, social and economic factors are very important in determining prac-

tices concerning remnant trees and their impact on the forest. De Rouw (1991)

offers other examples of differences between foreign and native practices in Cote

d'lvoire. The native Oubi, who know their own forest very well, keep some trees

in their rice fields, while the foreign Baoule, migrants and colonizers, generally

kill all the trees in the fields during clearing. It is thus impossible to understand

local attitudes without integrating the historical dimension. Local people, on the

whole, respect knowledge gained from past experience. However, many tradition-

al swidden farmers around the world do not leave remnant trees in their fields.

This may reflect great variation in cultural free will, history of cultivation systems,

and environment.

Many populations of swidden farmers have independently created associa-

tions between trees and crops, now called "aeroforestrv svstems/' which reduce

fertility

In traditional Ntumu
spared trees are undeniably part of the crop cultivation system, but this could be
subject to change. In this currently stable situation the impact of the chain saw
already exists. It is clear, that a shift in subsistence strategy could drive farmers
to use tools such as the chain saw to produce larger fields for the production of

cash crops. Many studies of peri-urban villages and large towns have shown that

the intensification of cultivation leads to loss of crop diversity (Santoir 1992). This
kind of specialization of production driven by commercialisation may contribute
to the erosion not only of crop diversity but also of those traditional agricultural
practices and knowledge associated with crop diversity and required for its main-
tenance (Ellen 1997). Crop diversity in space and time, and an agricultural strat-

librium between the forest and human
adapted ancestral practices.

sustainable dvnamic
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